
Gain insights of your data with
Pie and Bar chart, and Data Table

Track and manage changes offering 
a comprehensive view of the evolution 
of the data.

View and expand Nodes and Links
associations with one click

Create Nodes and Links seamlessly,
to build relationships between your
data more effectively.

Insight Portal Search provides you with a
robust and intuitive search experience.

Upload photo, document or field report
directly to the record of interest.

The Insight Portal™ |  Omega is a browser-based,
Microservices Architecture and Containerized
technology for Investigators,  Analysts and Field
Operators that streamlines data col lection and
provides tactical l ink visualization to expedite the
intel l igence cycle and extend crit ical information to
operational users on the go.
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Insight Designer
Introducing Insight Designer, part of Insight Portal™ | Omega offering. Insight
Designer is a powerful tool for data/schema modelling through Node and Link design,
enabling users to formulate relationship rules effortlessly.

Building on the maturity of our Origin platform, Omega was developed in collaboration with
our partners, clients and market demand.  Omega is the next generation of our Insight
Portal™ offerings.  You now have a choice of database, API connectors to ingest multiple
data sources, an intuitive schema designer, along with a microservices architecture to
prepare for the future. 
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Why Insight Portal™ | Omega

Increase operational efficiency
and expedite intell igence 
driven decision making with the
powerful,  cost-effective 
Insight Portal™ |  Omega. 

Data Schema Control
Insight Designer empowers you to create a robust data schema s using a variety of field
types, including text, numbers, time-based information, and file uploads.

Seamless Node and Link Administration
Insight Designer offers unparalleled flexibility to manage your Node and Link data.

User-Friendly Interfaces
Our user-centric approach ensures that the Insight Designer interface remains intuitive
and easy to navigate.

Insight Portal™
Introducing Insight Portal™, an essential record management portal within the Insight
Portal Omega offering.

Effortless Record Creation and Access
With Insight Portal, creating and accessing records has never been easier.

Enhanced Node and Link Creation
Insight Portal has familiar and easy to use features enabling you to build and manage
relationships between your data more effectively.

Powerful Data Retrieval with Insight Search
We've integrated the industry-standard search engine, Elasticsearch, into Omega to
provide you with a robust and intuitive search experience.

Dynamic Dashboard for Data Visualization
Get deeper insights into your data with our range of chart offerings, including
Pie, Donut, Bar, and Datatable visualizations.

Access Restriction Controls
Our comprehensive data access control toolset, demonstrates
the importance of data security to our users.


